David in the region:
The Great Plains Network
OSG All Hands Meeting 2020
Carrie Brown - University of Nebraska

The Great Plains Network (GPN) is a non-profit
consortium aggregating networks through GigaPoP
connections while advocating research on behalf of
universities and community innovators across the
Midwest and Great Plains who seek collaboration,
cyberinfrastructure and support.
●

Over two dozen universities
○ Across 9 states
■ More than 20 years of collaborating in
research and education networking

Connected via 6 state networks and a RON
● ARE-ON
● KanREN
● MOREnet
● Network Nebraska
● OneNet
● SD-REED
● BOREAS

David’s GPN Guidance
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

2005 - original Research Advisory Board member
2006 - instrumental in GPN middleware initiative
2007 - Hosted GPNgrid School in Lincoln
2008 - Blew the region away with the breadth of CMS
and helped GPN become the first REN connected to
Internet2 at 10Gbps
2010 - Helped keep pushing data movement - GPN
one of the first to connect to Internet2 at 100Gbps
2012 - Amazed us with NeURON
2015 - co-organizer and co-author of The Role of
Regional Organizations in Improving Access to the
National Computational Infrastructure
Many visits to universities across the region, providing
guidance to leaders in developing their own research
computing resources
Taught many how to seek funding, build teams,
facilitate research, and laugh

Dana Brunson - Internet2
I loved that ONE BLAZER that David
always wore at conferences. I even
managed to find one similar to it for
myself …

… He’d joke about finding something in
the pocket that he had left there the last
time he travelled.
HCC display at GPN Booth - SC16

Dana Brunson - Internet2
The first memories that pop into my head are how much I loved that ONE
BLAZER that David always wore at conferences. I even managed to find one
similar to it for myself 😊.
Later on he had a second one which was also really awesome. He’d joke about
finding something in the pocket that he had left there the last time he travelled.
(and I’d do the same.)

Dan Voss - Florida State University
HCC Picnic 2013

… kept hearing about this guy at the
Holland Computing Center … who had
it all figured out.

… that’s just who David was … he had
a personality and presence that would
just put you at ease.

He was genuine, thoughtful, and
cared... about donuts.

Dan Voss - Florida State University
The first time I heard David’s name was years before I ever met him. In 2007, I had just moved to
Tallahassee, Florida, to help start Florida State University’s HPC center. I kept hearing about this guy at
the Holland Computing Center after which we were modeling our entire center-- from soup to nuts. I didn’t
know who he was (and for a while I didn’t know where the Holland Computing Center was), but there was
this guy in Nebraska who had it all figured out. Fast forward to 2013 when I started working at KU and one
of the first things I attended was the GPN meeting in KC. HPC Directors from the region had to give a
short presentation, and me, I’m nervous and super serious, but David is making jokes through his
presentation. Turns out, that’s just who David was -- presentations, meetings, phone calls, dinners,
arguments, he had a personality and presence that would just put you at ease. His laugh -- he would
always have some funny insight and slide it into conversation and then chuckle. He was genuine,
thoughtful, and cared... about donuts. I spent a week working with David last summer and he says, in only
the way he can, that I can only have desk space in the office if donuts magically appear every morning.
And then he keeps gently slipping into conversation where the various donut places are around Lincoln,
and laughs. Glass half full, glass half full.

Kate Adams - Great Plains Network
David always made others
feel comfortable and
welcome.

He was the quiet life
of the party.
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He always had a smile
and a kind word for
everyone.

Kate Adams - Great Plains Network
David always made others feel comfortable and welcome. He was the quiet life of
the party. He brought Caleb to a dinner meeting and beneath his signature plaid
jacket he proudly wore a Carhenge t-shirt. He always had a smile and a kind word
for everyone.

Doug Jennewein - University of Arizona
Truly the greatest kind of person, and an inspiring
mentor …

… someone on an NSF panel mistook me for
David. It felt good to be associated with someone I
looked up to ...

… he handled it with aplomb and levity and even
helped me re-book a flight home.
Assembling GPN Booth - SC13

Doug Jennewein - University of Arizona
David was truly the greatest kind of person, and an inspiring mentor. While I only
knew him personally for the last 3 years I don’t know what I would have done
without his influence and encouragement. One of the most flattering moments of
my career was when someone on an NSF panel mistook me for David. It felt good
to be associated with someone I looked up to. One of my favorite memories of
David (other than regularly exchanging snark with him during calls) was going to
an oyster bar with him when we were stuck in an airport in DC last year. The
airport was crowded and there was no place to sit, and we ended up getting only
about 2 hours of sleep, but he handled it with aplomb and levity and even helped
me re-book a flight home.

Henry Neeman - University of Oklahoma
David and I would contact each other to
swap advice …

… how much I admired him …

… spending time with him always
made me feel happier.
HCC Offices at UNL - 2019

Henry Neeman - University of Oklahoma
David and I would contact each other to swap advice and invite each other to
participate in activities. In addition to how amazing he was as a colleague and a
research computing professional, and how much I admired him, spending time with
him always made me feel happier.

Greg Monaco - Kansas State University/Research Advisors Group

… the quality of individuals who work
with and have trained under him. He
has assembled and trained an
outstanding team of individuals …

Supercomputing and Life
Sciences Symposium - 2018

… dedicated to teaching, research and
service -- all in the interest of achieving
the greater good.

Greg Monaco - Kansas State University/Research Advisors Group
Another aspect of David’s contributions and leadership is the quality of individuals
who work with and have trained under him. He has assembled and trained an
outstanding team of individuals, and many of the students who have trained with
David have gone on to meritorious careers of their own.
David was an exemplar of the University at its best. He was dedicated to
teaching, research and service -- all in the interest of achieving the greater good.
He was generous and an outstanding collaborator.

Dan Andresen - Kansas State University
… Dave was an amazing friend with
his humor, warmth, and wisdom …

… Dave got to test drive my Tesla.
He LOVED it. The next morning I get
a text, and I could just hear it in his
warm, wry voice…

Dan Andresen - Kansas State University
… Dave went out of his way to make sure
we would be a vital collaborator …

… every time I have the urge to reach out
with a joke or harebrained scheme …

… Thanks, Dave, for all you brought to our
lives.

Dan Andresen - Kansas State University
As I get older I find true friends are harder and harder to find, and Dave was an amazing
friend with his humor, warmth, and wisdom. He was one of the few where I could trade tech
dad jokes via text, and talk about the difficulties of my daughter's autism. About a year ago I
was passing through Lincoln and Dave got to test drive my Tesla. He LOVED it. The next
morning I get a text, and I could just hear it in his warm, wry voice, “Dave three days ago:
wow, this all the Buick is nice! The heated seats are comfy, it drives pretty well…Dave this
morning: my Buick sucks.”
I remember plotting in the hot Alabama heat one afternoon to circumvent political and
technological barriers to make our respective supercomputers one seamless powerhouse.
Dave went out of his way to make sure we would be a vital collaborator, despite having 1/5
the cores and 1/5 the personnel. I miss Dave, as a colleague and friend, every time I have
the urge to reach out with a joke or harebrained scheme, and realize I can’t because he’s
gone. Thanks, Dave, for all you brought to our lives.

James Deaton - Great Plains Network
… we’d compare stories of adventures
our families had in Kansas City …
… very strong family values.
… the wise but oh so very funny guide …
… always count on his sage advice …
Supercomputing and Life
Sciences Symposium - 2019

… His incredible ability to both empower
and inspire others …

James Deaton - Great Plains Network
I have known David for quite a few years, but only in the past couple have I had
the opportunity to work more closely with him. Years ago, we’d compare stories of
adventures our families had in Kansas City while we were deeply engaged in GPN
meetings. These conversations helped me understand his very strong family
values. As we began to meet more in recent years, I saw these same values
position him in our circles as the wise but oh so very funny guide in many
situations. Within GPN, we could always count on his sage advice followed by
remarks that would lead to truly laughing out loud. His incredible ability to both
empower and inspire others has helped create an amazing community.

Mark Bookout - Missouri S&T
David left huge and lasting imprints on
everyone …

“What would David do in this
situation?”

… David will be with me until I die.
That is the legacy he left with me.
Presentation at GPN Booth - SC17

Mark Bookout - Missouri S&T
David left huge and lasting imprints on everyone, good imprints, and in my case,
very much is a living aspect of who I have become. Recently, I was faced with
both professional and life issues, and I open a book of notes I have that begins on
the flyleaf with the phrase “What would David do in this situation?” Recalling all
the advice I received, all the pithy comments, laughter, and joy that came from
him, helps.
David will be with me until I die. That is the legacy he left with me.

“Science is a team sport”
Mentorship

Collaboration

Elevating Science

HCC Booth at NU Research Fair - 2016

CC* Team: Great Plains Regional CyberTeam
The Challenge:
Supporting computational and data-intensive
research at under-resourced institutions in
rural states is challenging.
●
●
●
●

Sparse populations
Fewer trained CI staff
Smaller research output
Less participation in national CI
community

$1.4 million regional NSF CC* grant
awarded July 2019
5 States, 6 Universities, and 7 institutions

GP CyberTeam: The Approach
●

Bring CI expertise directly to rural
campuses.

●

Cross-institutional distributed support
team with 4 key foci

●

Leverages existing collaboration model
of regional networks

●

Pairs regional mentors with mentees and
students

●

Campus engagement focused on
enabling specific science workflows
(Real Problems, Real Research)

System Administration
and Storage
Networking
Security
Researcher Education,
Outreach and Training

GP CyberTeam: “Science is a Team Sport”
Mentorship
Weekly mentorship calls, Facilitation support and development

Collaboration
User trainings, Conference “travel” scholarships

Elevating Science
Virtual engagements including meetings with research computing staff,
science driving researchers, IT staff and administration.

CC* Compute: GP-ARGO
The Great Plains Augmented Regional
Gateway to the Open Science Grid
A regional distributed Open Science Grid (OSG) Gateway
led by the Great Plains Network (GPN)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improve campus awareness and adoption of advanced computing
Increase the number and capabilities of campus research computing
Increase the capabilities of campus HTC cyberinfrastructure resources
Enable development, deployment, and operation of research and
education cyberinfrastructure

Supported by CyberTeam expertise and mentorship

GPN Booth at SC13

It is often difficult to single out and evaluate the contributions of one individual
when that individual plays an enabling role in advancing scholarship and service
of many others. David Swanson plays that pivotal role in the state of Nebraska,
across the Great Plains, and nationally. - Greg Monaco

